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INNOVATION MASTERCLASS
How to build a successful fundraising product

Why think about a process for innovation and improving ‘products’?
The principles in this bundle can help you make deliberate improvements to many different
things your charity does with your donors, supporters (or internal customers). Though we use
the word ‘product’, actually these ideas can help you make improvements to the processes
within your organisation, or indeed the events or experiences that you create with your
supporters.
Even more valuable to your organisation, rather than only apply the following ideas to
one particular thing you’d like to improve, is to decide to use the ideas in this session to
encourage and reinforce a culture of innovation. It is a mistake to believe that innovation is
the responsibility of one person in any given charity. If we are to do the best we can for our
supporter’s experience (which in turn will maximise their generosity and involvement in the
long-term), we need to deliberately encourage innovative principles such as bravery, creativity
and testing in how we work.

Lucy’s 7 principles to help you increase income through innovation

1

Decide on your outcome. Firstly, get really clear what you’re trying to achieve. This
answer needs to be more precise than just eg ‘to raise an extra £10,000’.
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2

Gather insight about these donors / supporters. Who exactly is the ideal ‘customer’ for
this activity, product or event?

One reason to spend time solving this problem is it reduces the chances that your colleagues
will design ‘products’ that would appeal to themselves! It’s all too easy to presume everyone
would like to do the things that you like to do, and for the same reasons and using the same
language. You / your chief executive, are probably not your target market.
Another typical error is to cast the net too wide, and want to be able to promote it to a broad
range of people. The problem with this is it will end up too generic, and so not stand out to
anyone. The better approach is to get completely clear who it would most suit, and design it to
meet their needs. If then some other people who are not exactly this target market also want
to get involved, wonderful. But from the start, decide who your ideal market is… and try to
understand as much as you possibly can about who they are, what makes them tick, what their
challenges are (in life generally and in relation to your cause / type of product).
There are many different ways you can gather insight about your key market for the product.
Of course, an option would be a focus group of some kind, or at its simplest, have some deliberate conversations with these people. Ask open questions and keep your eyes and ears open.
Some valuable insights not be stated explicitly to begin with, but you will start to see certain
themes. Another great tactic, if some version of your product already exists, is to talk to the
people who are the right demographic but who so far chose not to take part.

3

Get insight into the market and current / upcoming trends. What else is happening in
the target market (ie for this kind of fundraising / kind of supporter)?

What background trends (eg technological, social, economic, political) are affecting this kind
of supporter? Change is happening faster than ever before in human history, and it will only
continue to move faster.
Are there certain trends which affects the way people like to access information / pay for
things conveniently / share information and connect with their friends etc that are picking up
momentum at the moment? Which of these does it make sense to take account of as you consider your product / fundraising activity?
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Generate lots of ideas. A good start is to make it really clear what this brainstorm is
trying to achieve, and another is to do something early in the session to help people
tune in to the insight you have gathered (who the target market is; and what have you learned
about their lifestyle, problems and mindset).
A crucial distinction is to help people understand that there are two phases to the creativity
process.
Part 1. Generate lots of ideas.
Part 2. Filter your ideas. (We explain this in the next of the seven principles)
The most common reason we have found that brainstorms become unproductive or indeed
difficult for participants, is that the person in charge did not help everyone else understand
that these two steps require us to behave differently. When you do this, it’s easier to help
everyone to play and generate many different ideas, because now it’s safe to play, imagining
and say ‘what if…’ And it’s easier to suspend judgement / constructive criticism in the first part
because you know there will be a time and a place when your views will be heard.
There are many different ways to deliberately set up an atmosphere that is more playful and
creative. One valuable step is to hold the brainstorm in a room that is different from your
normal office or work environment and another is to invite people from other teams.

5

Filter your ideas. So once you’ve explored some possible ways of solving the problem,
there is a time to focus. Find the handful of the best concepts that seem to be worth
taking further. At this stage (unlike the previous one) it is valuable to think more critically,
to judge and play devil’s advocate if necessary. Sometimes this process starts in the second
half of the same brainstorm where you were generating the ideas, and sometimes on
another occasion. Either way, make it clear what step of the process you’re in, so that people
understand how they can best help. Remember that this is still a developing process rather
than something that is either perfectly finished, or wrong.

You may not have the final answer yet, but are there two or three concepts
that deserve further exploration?
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6

Prototype. There is huge value in making the concept more real. How could you make a
basic version of it to help you and others to explore the idea?

Could you mock it up using cardboard and sticky tape, or role play, or with a crude film made
using a smart phone etc?

7

Pilot, adapt and invest. Though it is now tempting to start reaping the rewards of your
hard work, if you’re playing the game intelligently you need to still minimise risk. Find
a way to pilot in as real a way as possible (ie you’re not just asking people what they think
theoretically, you’re actually giving them a chance to do it). But crucially, do the test on a small
scale, eg by limiting to a particular part of the country / a particular time period. Perhaps you
could do a split A/B test(s) to see which way of doing / promoting it etc is most successful.
Once you have tested, re-evaluated and honed the most effective version, then use your
budget and internal resources to scale up promotion and reach of the product.
And even when the product is successful, remain curious as to ways to make it better still.
These seven principles will continue to help you on this journey. Just as with successful
commercial products there have been many different ‘marks’ over the years, so for your
product - there will always variables which are worth exploring to increase the success of your
next version.

Now build momentum in 3 practical steps – how could you start to use
these ideas today?

A

Think of one specific product / experience / giving level / event that is part of how
you raise income or build relationships with your supporters.

?
Take 5 – 10 minutes now to think how you might use these seven principles to
find ways to improve the supporter experience and the effectiveness of the
activity.
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B

What ideas do you now have to help yourself, your team or department to increase its
willingness and readiness to practice innovative behaviours? Some valuable innovative
behaviours that are sometimes not common enough in charities are: insight gathering;
listening; idea generating techniques; playfulness and suspending judgement; resilience;
skills of building relationships and influence with colleagues etc.

?
What specific ideas do you have to help you build momentum in this
direction?

C

Have you had a look at Lucy’s Innovation Checklist and your free chapter from her
award-winning book The Innovation Workout? (Both are available to download as part
of this bundle).

You’ve been working on:
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